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Rationalisation of Expenditure management during the last quarter of Fiscal year

2021-22'
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According to Rule 62(3) of GFRJ2Ol7, rush of expenditure particularly in the closing
months of financial year shall be regarded as breach of financial propriety and shall be avoided.
As per the extant guidelines, the last qruf,., expenditure must be limited to actual procurement

of goods and services and reinabursement of expenditure already incurred.
I

2.

GoI MoF Deptt of Exp vide their OM No.12(15)-B(W&M)|2O2O datedZ3'd June2O2O

also drawn attention of all MinistrieslDepartments while utilizing their allocations shall take
utmost care not to bunch up expenditure/release in a bid to improve their pace of expenditure
leading to parking of funds. In this time of acute cash stress, utmost care may be taken to avoid
release that can contribute to idle parking of funds.

3.

In view of the above, all the Formations/Units are requested to observe the

above

guidelines strictly and regulate the expelnditure accordingly in the current financial year. Bills

either through GeM online or normal offline, for the current financial year will be
accepted till25thof March 2riZZ fZO" C ZZ"
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to admit in

audit and book the expendirure in time. It is therefore requested to plan the submission of
bills accordingly.

4.

Aforesaid instructions may kindly be disieminated on to the Unit down the line for

strict compliance.
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